Advertiser’s View of Women Discussed

Jean Kilbourne lectured at BSC.

Jean Kilbourne, a graduate of Wellesley College, is currently on the college lecture circuit with this presentation titled "Women, Advertising, and the Media: A History of Women's Images in Advertising." Kilbourne discussed the use of images of women in advertising and their effects on society. She highlighted how women are often portrayed as sexually attractive and thin, which is not representative of the majority of women in the United States. Kilbourne also talked about how advertisers play on people's insecurities and desires to make women feel ugly, inadequate, and incompetent.

Kilbourne pointed out that advertisements are created to make the average woman feel ill-equipped, inferior, and powerless. She discussed how the media and advertising are responsible for maintaining a culture of insecurity, which can lead to a lack of self-esteem and self-worth. Kilbourne emphasized that advertisers are playing on people's insecurities to make a profit, and that this has led to a culture of people feeling like they are not enough.

Kilbourne ended her presentation by encouraging the audience to be aware of the messages being sent by the media and to take control of their own self-esteem and confidence. She urged people to be more critical of the messages they see and to make informed decisions about how they choose to interact with the media.

Basketball Awards Announced

Graduating senior Terry Ray has been named Most Valuable Player for the Men’s Basketball team. Ray was a key contributor to the team’s success, averaging 10.5 points per game and leading the team in scoring.

The Men’s Basketball Coach’s Trophy was awarded to Coach Bob Reed. Reed was instrumental in leading the team to a successful season, and his dedication to the team was evident in his efforts to create a strong bond between the players and the coaching staff.

The Women’s Basketball Coach’s Trophy was awarded to Coach Pam LaCrocce. LaCrocce was praised for her leadership and ability to motivate the players, resulting in a successful season for the team.

The oscars for Most Valuable Player and Rookie of the Year were awarded to John Ahokas and Gina Reed, respectively. Ahokas was a key contributor to the team’s success, averaging 11.0 points per game and leading the team in rebounding. Reed was an impressive newcomer to the team, averaging 7.3 points per game and showing great potential for the future.

Class of 1981 Officers

President: Kim Chinzon
Vice-President: John Ahokas
Treasurer: Bob Reed
Secretary: John Chin[ounder's]
Letters to the Editor

Response to Editorial

Dear Editor,

The letter is in regards to the recent editorial page on April 10th, and how I feel about it. I understand that editorial exists for the purpose of delivery opinion. But what is the purpose of allowing students to have an editorial every week? Are students supposed to have a say in the topics? I would think the students should have a vote in what issues are going to be discussed in the paper.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

On-Campus Costs

Dear Editor,

I am writing in regards to the current increase in costs on campus. In the past two months, the cost of living has increased dramatically. I believe that the administration should be more transparent about how they allocate funds. I have heard rumors of mismanagement and waste of resources. I would like to see a more efficient use of funds to benefit the students.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

Off-Campus Costs

Dear Editor,

I am writing in regards to the current increase in off-campus living costs. I believe that the administration should be more transparent about how they allocate funds. I have heard rumors of mismanagement and waste of resources. I would like to see a more efficient use of funds to benefit the students.

Sincerely,
[Signature]
Response to Editorial
Dear Editor:
The letter is in regard to the publishing of an editorial page to begin on this issue, as I am the editor of this section. I believe this is a move in the right direction. As a result, I am writing to express my opinion on this matter.

The editorial page is intended to provide readers with a platform to express their views and opinions on various topics. It is an opportunity for the public to engage in discourse and contribute to the broader conversation.

I support the inclusion of the editorial section as it can promote critical thinking and encourage readers to form their own opinions. It allows for a diverse range of perspectives to be represented, fostering a richer dialogue.

Moreover, the editorial page can serve as a forum for important discussions on timely and relevant issues. It can address concerns and raise awareness about social, political, and cultural matters affecting the community.

In conclusion, the editorial page is a valuable addition to the publication. It provides readers with a space to express their thoughts, and it contributes to the overall quality and depth of the content.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Announcements

**The Political Scene**

Opinion expressed in this column are not necessarily held by The Comment. Also, The Comment is not responsible for any libel or any material published in this column.—Ed.

by Len Wright

" الأمريكتين " is the only thing that I can say that America should give up hope of ever being a true democracy. It's a race to the bottom and no one wins. America is once again running around the world with a shoe in its face and no one is even trying to stop it.

The situation is the birth to both countries-both moved to the U.S. in the 1940's and went out and they said, "we're going to take over the world and we're going to do it our way."

The U.S. is not going to give up easily. We have made our position known and we are not going to back down. We will do whatever it takes to make sure that our country is protected.

In conclusion, I believe that America should continue to work hard and stay strong. We have a great country and we should be proud of it."

**Commentary**

[Conference in a certain opinion column is not necessarily held by The Comment. Also, The Comment is not responsible for any libel or any material published in this column.—Ed]

by Dan East

On Tuesday, April 8, the SSA Bureau released the figures submitted by the Young Democrats of BSC, detailing the club's recruitment efforts for the past year. The Young Democrats are a political organization that seeks to promote social justice and democratic values through various events and initiatives.

The bureau's report highlighted the club's significant achievements, including the successful organization of several events and initiatives aimed at engaging young people in political activities. The club's efforts were commended for their dedication to fostering a sense of community and promoting a more inclusive and equitable society.

The bureau's report also acknowledged the club's leadership in promoting social justice and democratic values, particularly through its initiatives to support vulnerable communities and address systemic inequalities. The bureau praised the club's commitment to increasing voter turnout and encouraging young people to be active participants in the democratic process.

The bureau's report concluded by encouraging other political organizations to follow the Young Democrats' example in organizing meaningful events and initiatives that promote social justice and democratic values. The bureau believed that such efforts are crucial in engaging young people and fostering a more informed and engaged citizenry.

**Awareness Clinic - A Big Success**

by Dan East

On Tuesday, April 8, the SSA Bureau released the figures submitted by the Young Democrats of BSC, detailing the club's recruitment efforts for the past year. The Young Democrats are a political organization that seeks to promote social justice and democratic values through various events and initiatives.

The bureau's report highlighted the club's significant achievements, including the successful organization of several events and initiatives aimed at engaging young people in political activities. The club's efforts were commended for their dedication to fostering a sense of community and promoting a more inclusive and equitable society.

The bureau's report also acknowledged the club's leadership in promoting social justice and democratic values, particularly through its initiatives to support vulnerable communities and address systemic inequalities. The bureau praised the club's commitment to increasing voter turnout and encouraging young people to be active participants in the democratic process.

The bureau's report concluded by encouraging other political organizations to follow the Young Democrats' example in organizing meaningful events and initiatives that promote social justice and democratic values. The bureau believed that such efforts are crucial in engaging young people and fostering a more informed and engaged citizenry.

**Astonput Public Schools**

The New England Village Center, Inc., located at 600 1st Street, Newington, CT 06111, is seeking candidates for a full-time special education teacher position.

Applicants must have a valid Connecticut teaching certificate and experience working with children with special needs. The position involves providing individualized instruction and support to students with special educational needs, as well as collaborating with special education teachers, administrators, and parents to develop effective educational programs.

Interested candidates should submit a resume and cover letter to: The New England Village Center, Inc., 600 1st Street, Newington, CT 06111. Interviews will be scheduled at the convenience of the candidates and the school district.
Announcements

The Political Scene

Opinions expressed in this column are not necessarily held by The Commenter. Also, The Commenter is not responsible for the veracity or lack thereof of any material published in this column.-Ed.

by Karen Tobin

Democrats but ignored or glossed over in the case of MassPIRG? What, in fact, are the differences that make the Young Democrats MassPIRG and Bridgewater money will not necessarily be used at MassPIRG's semesterly $3 fee? (It was noted in an informational meeting considered participants. permitted by SGA clubs). Does such a charge really differ from Bridgewater Chapter could be sent and used outside of Bridgewater. A although the Young Democrats are not now asking for funding, they that they would be affiliated with a statewide organization, the Young Democrats were applying for recognition only in order to be eligible for Uemocrats were applying for recognition only in order to be eligible for the Young Democrats constitution which did not seem to have a parallel in MassPIRG and its $3 per semester dues) on campus if, in fact, the petitions which were circulated contain the required number of signatures (50 or plus 1). The SGA senate has already committed itself to permitting MassPIRG status (recognition) if is to be hoped that their constitution will be subject to the veracity or lack thereof of any material with the Democratic party-the fact that the organization would support a candidate probably would not get far. A student who wanted to use the constitutional right to do. Then, it would be SGA funding as well SGA Scholarship/Loan Fund has been in existence for emergencies. Of the scholarships/loans were given during this time, the account has been mostly handled by the Clinic was sponsored by three the selections presented the glee was intended to be the striking yet static for what the activities presented were not genuine learning experience was evident during the session. Many of the participants. Special thanks to who owe money. The names of the people who owe money cannot be the -class of 1980. The amount outstanding as of the Board of Directors on Monday, April 14, at 7:30 pm in the Green Room at the Board Application

The Early Childhood Learning Center, Inc. will accept new members in the Board of Directors. Applications are due March 31 for the positions of Directors include the non-profit board to serve in the roles of Directors and Junior Directors. Anyone interested in becoming a member should complete the form below and return it to the Center before noon of April 14, 1980.

Place: The Early Childhood Learning Center, Inc., 630 Waterfront Rd., Waterford
Name: 
Address: 
City: 
State: 
Zip: 
Phone: 
Faculty: 
Circle one: 
Staff: 
Student: 
Professionally prepared resumes a specialty.

Send completed forms to: The Early Childhood Learning Center, Inc., Waterford Hall.
The Clinic... Where “Everyone” Benefits

Applications are now available for positions as clinicians and assistant clinicians for the 1980 fall session of the Children's Physical Development Clinic. Positions are now open for current Freshmen, Sophomore, Junior students in all majors. Students working in this year's clinic program hold majors in the following areas:

- Physical Education
- Health Education
- Special Education
- Early Childhood Education
- Secondary Education
- Social Work
- Sociology
- Psychology
- Social Education
- Psychology
- Early Childhood Education
- Elementary Education
- Communication Arts and Sciences

Applications can be obtained from Dr. Huber in Room 103 or in the main office of the Health and Physical Education Department in the Kelly Gymnasium.

The Clinic Program, the only one of its kind in New England and in operation since 1974, is devoted to the psycho-motor (play/sport) and social improvement of special needs children ranging in age from 18 months through 20 years. A child's program may consist of the following areas;

- Early Intervention
- Physical Fitness
- Perceptual-Motor Development
- Fundamental Motor Skills and Patterns
- Skills in Aquatics, Dance, Individual and Group Games and Sports

Clinicians work on a one-to-one basis with a special needs child for eight Saturday mornings in carefully planned activities in both the gymnasium and pool. The experience is beneficial not only to the child, but also provides unlimited satisfaction for the clinician. In addition to the gratifying feeling, the clinician receives valuable training which aids in the development of professional skills and knowledge that will assist individuals in acquiring jobs in their related fields.

The deadline for application is May 16, 1980.

Don't pass up this opportunity to help yourself while helping others!!

Thinking Ahead? Fall Semester 1980
Children's Physical Development Clinic
Clinicians work on a one-to-one basis with a special needs child for eight Saturday mornings in carefully planned activities in both the gymnasium and pool. The experience is beneficial not only to the child, but also provides unlimited satisfaction for the clinician. In addition to this gratifying feeling, the clinician receives valuable training which aids in the development of professional skills and knowledge that will assist individuals in acquiring jobs in their related fields.

The deadline for application is May 16, 1980.

Don’t pass up this opportunity to help yourself while helping others!!

Thinking Ahead?
Fall Semester 1980
Children’s Physical Development Clinic
How’s Tricks?

Blackstone Circus of Illusions, the legendary and incomparable creation of Harry Blackstone Sr., the original master of the art of magic, will again grace the stage of the Boston Opera House from April 10 to May 1.

Harry Blackstone Sr., who is known to millions through his radio and television appearances, is the great-grandson of the legendary Blackstone the Great. For over 80 years, the name Blackstone has been synonymous with the very finest in entertainment, magic, and showmanship. Harry Blackstone Sr. has been magic’s greatest showman, and his son, Harry Blackstone Jr., is carrying on the family tradition in 1980.

The show includes a wide variety of illusions, from close-up magic to grand-scale stage shows. The performers, who are world-class magicians, perform for audiences of all ages, making it an ideal family entertainment event.

The show runs from April 10 to May 1, with performances on Wednesday and Saturday at 2:00 PM and Friday at 8:00 PM. Tickets are available at the Boston Opera House box office or online.

Blackstone Circus of Illusions is the perfect entertainment for all ages, offering a magical experience that will leave you in awe. So don’t miss your chance to see the world’s titans of magic perform live on stage.

Starting Over

by John Benitez

As a way of introducing himself as the new editor of The Comment, John Benitez will present an essay on the topic of starting over. He will discuss the concept of starting over in various aspects of life, such as career, relationships, and personal growth.

The essay will explore the challenges and opportunities that come with starting over, and how it can lead to personal transformation and growth. It will also provide practical tips and strategies for those who are looking to start over in any aspect of their lives.

The essay will be presented on Thursday, April 10, at 1:00 PM in the Great Hall of the Boston Opera House. Admission is free, but reservations are required. For more information, please contact John Benitez at benitez@boston.edu.
ENTERTAINMENT

How’s Tricks?

“Blackberry Circle of Success,” the tennis and most successful tennis camp in the state, opened its doors to the public this summer in May.

“As a result of Bruce Springsteen,” there are now over 300 tennis enthusiasts and 25 large rally clubs, including the San Diego Tennis Harlequins, the Flamingo’s and the Spanish Garden’s. Romantic, a choreographed tennis show by Peter Wims, is the nation’s leading tennis instructor.

The production will be directed and choreographed by Emyr Awad and Shelly Madison, and will be performed by Peter Wims and the Spanish Garden’s. The show produced by Columbia Artists Television, under the supervision of Larry S. Johnson, will be performed on the first Tuesday of the month.

In the Year of the Academy Awards, as recognized by critics and audiences alike, this performance is one of the finest in the nation. The Blackberry Circle of Success, the most accurate experience of the Blackberry Circle of Success, is being revealed. The film was directed by Robert Altman, and the cast includes many of the nation’s finest performers.

The new Blackberry has been announced with the way in which it is introduced. For some time, it has been known as a tennis racket in the world of tennis. It was from this time that the film production, the first of its kind, was started. The production includes hilarious dialogues and includes its share of Second Street.

“Blackberry Circle of Success” will be performed Thursday through Sunday, at 8:00 p.m. on Wednesday and Saturday, at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, and at 3:00 p.m. Marsha Mason is the producer of the film, and is an actress in the production. The film has been produced by Bruce Springsteen, and has included its share of Second Street.

DIRECTED BY HOWARD ALK AND SEATON FINDLAY.

JANIS: A FILM

JANIS - LIVES

A marriage is drifting apart and their toleration of each other is growing thin. HOI AJ does a happily married woman react to her high school reunion? Where do the parents of the girl missing, five minutes before her wedding? And finally, what do all of the stage and are quality performers here at the college. Richard Doyle, who is supposed to set the message, is the real star of the show.

Neil Simon, who began his career in the theater, has written some of the nation’s finest comedies, including BAREFOOT IN THE PARK, CHAPTER TWO and many others. Members of the cast consist of many familiar faces of the BSC student body. Rohyn Silva, Paul Healy, Donna Corio, Donald Baillargeon, and Lisa Caron head the cast of PLAZA SUITE, as well as "Jerry" Ann Dwyer, Denise Cormier, David Cassidy and Jim Harrington. Greg Cusick is serving a stage manager for the show.

Why not drop a line and let them know. It’s easy! All you have to do is fill out a form and mail it off. We're not taking any orders, just checking to see the name, address, and telephone number of the person you're sending the message to.

For those of you who haven't had the chance to see Janis, the legend of the high school reunion, don’t miss the film! The film has been produced by Bruce Springsteen, and has included its share of Second Street.

The film has been produced by Bruce Springsteen, and has included its share of Second Street.
Classifieds

for sale

Bass, Bell, Bush, Flute, etc. All $50.00 or best offer. Mr. W. C. Don’t have the Bloomfield Percussion Set. Mail order only. Call Tom, 757-6026.

Man looking for a Navy Issue Flak Vest. Will pay top dollar. Call 277-9999.
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Sue To the sexiest editor ever! A real fox! A need school money. Leave name & number, no rips, no rust, mint condition, pontiac mags. I loved you from the start... All my love, Dimples

Found: Tennis Racket was found in front of Great Hill dorm on Thursday evening (last week) See K

Lost: Silver Cross Pen with Initials JPC. Lost jacket, light brown. buttons down front with Many thanks.

Kathy Chambers: I heard you had company all your brother! Is that true about the mouse

Wanted: Gymnastic Director. Tennis

C.R. Johnson at 679-2814

Delta Oldsmobile. Good reliable air shocks: Asking $2100 also 1976 close to hall but you. You will never get rid of Mama’s Snapper. We b’WZ JU to

Eddie Munster: I want you to sleep in my WIM delve to make our tests together

Bridgewater? Run around for the HeartJack N... Thanks for being there.

Diana! Have a great birthday and I’ll be there to congratulate: President William G. Mullen

GO FOR IT

Mr. Darin, Campus Director of Career Planning and Placement

Microcomputer and personal computers are not only attractive but also affordable to students.

Bulb-Bam lalias Cluw), Thought you’d get

B. Bailey

CONGRATULATIONS

of the way, and they’re not

... Some student opportunities for students,” said Denny Capers, Director of Career Planning and Placement. “The students will be talking to students and directors of career planning and placement offices throughout the country. The purpose is to

May 30-31 Call (804) 977-7577

MERC Announces

Road Race To Benefit Clinic

The Bridgeside State College Free Annual Road Race to Benefit the Children’s Physical Development Clinic will take place on APRIL 23 from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The entry fee is $5.00. For every $10.00 of entry fee received, $5.00 will be donated to the clinic.

Bridgewater State College Free Annual Road Race

Staff Meetings Tuesdays at 11:00am

Declarations

Monday at noon: Classified Ads, Advertisements, and Announcements. Tuesday at noon: Articles, Letters and Commentaries.

Rules for Classifieds:

1. 50 word limit.
2. Classifieds per person.
3. Must be signed with name address and phone.

 Classified Ad Form

Circle heading: for sale housing lost and found wanted services

other:

Add a read after "in" or

Classifieds work for all students, locally, staff, and administration of BSC. National advertising rates available. MERC acts as a conduit for qualified education graduates in mental health fields and public school systems at an early age, such as California, Florida, Texas, Georgia, New York, and others. The conference includes a day-long workshop on the development of programs for youth in need of mental health services.

MERC acts as a conduit for qualified education graduates in mental health fields and public school systems at an early age, such as California, Florida, Texas, Georgia, New York, and others. The conference includes a day-long workshop on the development of programs for youth in need of mental health services.

MERC acts as a conduit for qualified education graduates in mental health fields and public school systems at an early age, such as California, Florida, Texas, Georgia, New York, and others. The conference includes a day-long workshop on the development of programs for youth in need of mental health services.

MERC acts as a conduit for qualified education graduates in mental health fields and public school systems at an early age, such as California, Florida, Texas, Georgia, New York, and others. The conference includes a day-long workshop on the development of programs for youth in need of mental health services.

MERC acts as a conduit for qualified education graduates in mental health fields and public school systems at an early age, such as California, Florida, Texas, Georgia, New York, and others. The conference includes a day-long workshop on the development of programs for youth in need of mental health services.

MERC acts as a conduit for qualified education graduates in mental health fields and public school systems at an early age, such as California, Florida, Texas, Georgia, New York, and others. The conference includes a day-long workshop on the development of programs for youth in need of mental health services.

MERC acts as a conduit for qualified education graduates in mental health fields and public school systems at an early age, such as California, Florida, Texas, Georgia, New York, and others. The conference includes a day-long workshop on the development of programs for youth in need of mental health services.
MERC Announces

by Sue Asci

The Massachusetts Educational Recruiting Consortium is holding its 6th annual interviewing conference from April 23 to April 25 at Wheelock College in Boston. The conference is open to any alumni or senior graduating this year who has certification to teach. MERC acts as a medium for qualified education graduates in contact with officials from public school systems all over the country, such as California, Florida, Texas, Colorado, New Jersey, and others. The conference includes thirty-three states, and twenty-six institutions of higher learning in Massachusetts.

Road Race To Benefit Clinic

The Bridgewater State College First Annual Road Race to Benefit the Children's Physical Development Clinic will take place on April 27, rain or shine. The distance is five miles and the entry fee is $2.00 prior to April 22 or $3.00 the day of the race. The time of the race is 12:00 noon and will begin promptly in front of the gym. Prizes will be awarded for first place finishers in Men's, Women's, and Mixed categories. The time of the race is 12:00 noon and will begin promptly in front of the gym. Prizes will be awarded for first place finishers in Men's, Women's, and Mixed categories.

Deadline Monday at noon: Classified Ads, Advertisements, and Announcements. Tuesday at noon: Articles, Letters, and Commentaries.

Rules for Classifieds:
1. 50 word limit,
2. 20 words for each person,
3. Must be signed with name and address and phone.

Classified Ad Form

Circle heading:
For sale
housing
lostd & found
wanted
personal

Haircuts
Bridgewater State College First Annual Road Race

Name
Address
Phone
Sex
Age

Jennifer King, age 22, will be in charge of the event.

(continued)
The A.L. will Triple Crown and Stone, and on an Game.--B. Stan Page will not win the American league are that: A. Singleton and Gary Roenike hit the lack pitching depth. Here's the upcoming American season: than these the provide another exciting summer. Mike Flanagan, Scott Young winner Mike Flanagan, Scott Davis are... Enough talent and wings... Sluggers Eddie Murray, Ken repeat. The rest of the division can't hit for more... Nobody can... Rudy May and Tom Underwood... who was an outstanding 1969... Who?... Jernigan, Garvin, their... Baumgarten compile a good year... واحد التدريبات الوحيزة في مصر...